
Coin Management 
Solutions
Improving your processes, effortlessly.



Nearly all mature markets are experiencing an increase in cash 
circulation; coin retains its place as a viable payment and savings 
method for citizens.

At the same time established national currencies are putting more 
coins into circulation, with emerging markets routinely evaluating 
the cost benefits of coins versus paper notes. Many are making the 
decision to convert low denomination notes to coin, and therefore 
increasing the usefulness of coins in everyday life. This increase in 

coins in circulation is driving demand for coin management solutions in 
all cash handling market segments.

Managing large amounts of coin can be challenging, labour intensive 
and time consuming. Through automation, accurate counts are 
achieved faster and errors are reduced. Employees have time for other, 
more pressing tasks.

GLORY SOLUTIONS ARE THOUGHTFULLY 
DESIGNED TO IMPROVE WHATEVER THE  
PROCESSING NEED; COUNTING, SORTING,  
WRAPPING OR DISPENSING

BETTER FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS 
staff can stay focused on their customers

BETTER FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES 
workflow improvements

BETTER FOR YOUR BUSINESS 
reduce operating costs through better control



The challenges associated with coin management are not unique 
to one industry, customer type or process. Branch banks face the 
same challenging demands as Mass Merchants and Fast Food 
outlets. Processing deadlines need to be met without sacrificing 
accuracy or negatively impacting customer satisfaction.

At Glory we pride ourselves on understanding coin processing needs 
when designing solutions to solve our customer’s challenges. Solutions 
are scalable and flexible, never one size fits all.

Fast Food Sports Arenas  
Amusement 

Theatres

Grocery  
Mass Merchants 
Speciality Shops

Bank Parking 
Authorities 
Vending

Buses 
Trains and Trolleys

Cash Centres CIT

GLORY’S SOLUTION RANGE 
IS AS VARIED AS THE 
CUSTOMERS WE SUPPORT

Whether your business is delivering a meal in less than 
two minutes, turning large containers of loose coin into 
individual rolls or helping children count their piggy banks, 
Glory solutions can help you to reduce operating costs while 
improving accuracy and efficiency.



QC™ CUSTOMER  
COIN DEPOSIT

Offering your customers a faster, more convenient way to deposit 
coin reduces waiting times, improves teller productivity and 
enhances customer satisfaction. QC is an automated, self-service 
coin deposit solution. Your customers can quickly and easily 
deposit their coins without the need to pre-sort, wrap, sachet or 
wait in line for a teller.

COUNT

COIN VOLUME

QC

QC 
Mixed coin bins

QC 
Bag sorting



QC CUSTOMER  
COIN DEPOSIT

Suitable for weekly deposit volumes of 500k coins.

Coin collection in either partial-sorted bags or mixed bins.

Hands free automatic coin feed.

Rejects suspected counterfeit, foreign and non-coins.

COUNT

Branch core deposit “lift” 
typically ranges from 30,000 to 

110,000 coin per week. 

BETTER FOR  
YOUR CUSTOMERS

• Improve customer satisfaction.

• Immediate availability of funds.

• Fast and easy.

• Enjoys the experience.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR EMPLOYEES

• When processing coin deposits 
manually, teller labour can easily 
exceed 400 hours per year in non-
customer facing labour.

• Deliver a superior customer in-branch 
experience.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR BUSINESS

• Depending upon volumes, you can 
expect to engage with 2,000 to 4,000 
current customers and 800 to 1,600 
non-customers every year.

• Charging non-account holders (only) 
a 5% fee generates extra income to 
cover the investment while ensuring a 
future profit from collected fees.



COIN VOLUME

Mach 9e Series

Mach 3

Mach SCW-20 Series

Fast, accurate and versatile, the Glory series of coin sorters 
are suitable for tabletop or higher volume coin processing 
applications requiring bagging capability. Perfect for bank 
branches, retailers, transportation authorities and cash centres, 
Glory’s series of coin sorters significantly reduces the time 
required by your staff to count, sort and manage coin.

GLORY SERIES  
COIN SORTERS

SORT

Mach™ 3

Mach™ SCW-20 series

Mach™ 9e series



GLORY SERIES  
COIN SORTERS

As long as 2 minutes is required 
to sort only 100 coins manually.

Mach 3 Mach 9e Series

Mach SCW-20 Series

Weekly volumes up to 75k coins.

Weekly volumes up to 500k coins.

Weekly volumes up to 1m coins.

Up to 6 denominations.

Up to 8 denominations.

Up to 8 denominations.

Up to 1,500 cpm @ 18mm.

Up to 3,000 cpm @ 18mm.

Up to 6,000 cpm @ 18mm.

Compact, portable, versatile.

Table top, bagging, authentication optional.

Auto feed and authentication optional.

SORT

BETTER FOR  
YOUR CUSTOMERS

• In a bank branch, provides the ability 
to count and sort retail customer 
coin for immediate deposit to their 
account.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR EMPLOYEES

• Automation eliminates the need for 
recounts, saving time and improving 
confidence.

• Minimising physical contact with coin 
provides a cleaner work environment.

• Automatic report generation 
eliminates the time required for 
manual tabulation.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR BUSINESS

• Increase the amount of coin you can 
process while reducing the amount of 
time and staff required.

• Convert mixed coin to sorted coin, 
simplifying the recycle process.



Robust and reliable, our range of coin wrappers deliver 
exceptionally smooth, precise performance day-in and day-out. 
They provide a consistent set of operations for all coin counting 
and wrapping procedures, and are designed to withstand the 
rigors of medium and high volume, continuous use applications.

COIN WRAPPER  
RANGE

COIN VOLUME

WR-500WR-90

WS-30

WRAP

WS-30

WR-90

WR-500



COIN WRAPPER  
RANGE

Coin wrappers have become 
essential tools for many 

organisations and industries 
that have a requirement to 

package large volumes of coin.

Typical rolls per day – 320.

Typical rolls per day – 4,000. 

Typical rolls per day – 11,000. 

Wrapping speed up to 12 rolls per minute. 

Wrapping speed up to 25 rolls per minute.

Wrapping speed up to 40 rolls per minute.

No authentication. 

Authentication available.

Authentication available.

Hopper capacity up to 1,000.

Hopper capacity up to 9,000.

Hopper capacity up to 11,000.

WRAP

WS-30 WR-500

WR-90

BETTER FOR  
YOUR CUSTOMERS

• Provides a needed service by 
assisting high volume coin  
businesses convert loose coin  
into manageable rolls.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR EMPLOYEES

• Replace labour intensive process of 
coin wrapping, manual or packager, 
with automatic wrapping.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR BUSINESS

• Reduce coin inventory costs through 
recycling.



Returning coins to customers is time consuming for your staff 
and prone to errors, which impacts end-of-day balancing. 
InstaChange provides intelligent, accurate and efficient loose coin 
dispensing, allowing your staff to focus on the customer rather 
than counting coins and also reduces operational costs.

INSTACHANGE™  
COIN DISPENSER

COIN VOLUME

InstaChange

DISPENSE

InstaChange



INSTACHANGE  
COIN DISPENSER

Even to return a single coin to a customer 
adds 2.5 seconds to the transaction time. 

Available for US$, Canadian $ and Euro.

Dispenses required change in under 5 seconds.

Low level pre-warn alerts.

Dispenses the least number of coins required.

DISPENSE

BETTER FOR  
YOUR CUSTOMERS

• Reduce total transaction time by up 
to 7 seconds.

• Improve accuracy of the payout 
process.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR EMPLOYEES

• Improve accuracy of the payout 
process by eliminating manual 
counting.

• Serve more customers in the same 
amount of time.

BETTER FOR  
YOUR BUSINESS

• Improve accuracy of the payout 
process by eliminating manual 
counting.

• Reduce internal and external theft risk 
by enclosing coin in tamper evident 
canister.

• More efficient use of coin reduces 
the value of coin that needs to be 
maintained in the safe.



Related solutions...

TELLERINFINITY™

An integrated teller-assisted service solution; 
a device that can perform many transactions 
that only a teller could deliver in the past.

VERTERA™ 6G

Vertera 6G teller cash recyclers deliver 
a simple, fl exible, comprehensive and 
integrated teller automation solution.
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PWC-10

Rolled coin dispense solution 
for integration at banking and 
retail environments.


